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One of the fundamental questions in person perception 
research concerns the processes that are involved in the cat-
egorization of people into groups (Macrae & Quadflieg, 
2010). In their review of social categorization, Macrae and 
Bodenhausen (2000) made a compelling case for person per-
ception as a rapid and automatic process. Indeed, when two 
individuals meet for the first time, they immediately begin to 
make inferences about each other based on physical charac-
teristics: clothing, hairstyle, body type, and even individual 
facial features. For example, Berry and McArthur (1985) 
found a significant correlation between facial appearance 
and the personality traits ascribed to a person. Individuals 
who appeared more babyfaced were perceived to possess 
warm traits (e.g., honesty, naivete, kindness; Berry & 
McArthur, 1985), whereas individuals with more mature 
faces tended to be seen as more powerful (e.g., competent, 
shrewd; Zebrowitz, 1997).

People infer much more than just personality traits at first 
acquaintance, however. Indeed, some of the first things that 
people immediately and automatically assess when seeing 
another person are age (Wright & Stroud, 2002), race 
(Richeson & Trawalter, 2005), and sex (Macrae & Martin, 
2007; see Brewer, 1988, for additional review). These groups 
are obvious—we can easily identify these groups in our 
environment. Furthermore, we are rarely confused about 
these identities.

Although much research in person perception has con-
cerned the perception of groups with physical markers that 
are perceptually obvious, relatively little work has been done 
to explore the categorization of groups that are perceptually 
ambiguous. Perceptually ambiguous group members are 
those who, though belonging to a certain social category, may 
not naturally express any visible markers that would identify 
them as such, yet may still have features that could be utilized 
for correct identification. The majority of groups to which we 
may belong (e.g., professions, religious groups, political par-
ties) are ambiguous, yet research has nonetheless shown that 
many of these distinctions are perceptible. The present work 
therefore provides a comprehensive review and meta-analy-
sis of this research with the goal of understanding the ante-
cedents, processes, and outcomes of perceiving group 
membership from nonobvious cues. In doing so, we seek to 
consolidate the findings of the past decades and to provide an 
indication of the magnitude (effect size) with which people 
are able to make these judgments.
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Abstract

Since the 1940s, social psychologists have conducted research testing whether it is possible to accurately identify members 
of perceptually ambiguous groups. This study quantitatively reviews the research on the perception of ambiguous groups to 
better understand the human capacity to accurately identify others based on very subtle nonverbal cues. Standard random-
effects meta-analytic techniques were used to examine the distinctions between different target groups in terms of their 
identifiability, as well as to compare rates of accuracy across perceptual modalities (e.g., photographs, audio, video) and other 
study design differences. Overall, the accuracy of identifying targets was significantly better than chance guessing (i.e., 64.5%). 
Furthermore, stimulus modality was found to be a moderator of accuracy. Other moderators (e.g., time of exposure, analytic 
approach) were identified and examined. These data help to document and characterize broad trends in the proliferating and 
expanding study of the perception and categorization of ambiguous social groups.
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The Roots of Ambiguous Group 
Research: The Categorization of 
Jewish Group Membership

Since the Holocaust, social psychologists have keenly stud-
ied the nature and effects of prejudice (e.g., Allport, 1954). 
The prejudice framework was largely based on the idea that 
the mind creates categories and constructs stereotypes as 
heuristics that ease and enhance interaction with the envi-
ronment (Bodenhausen, 1990; Fiske & Taylor, 1984). 
Specifically, Allport (1954) theorized that prejudice against 
a particular group is a product of affective states and cate-
gorical features associated with that group. In this view, 
prejudice requires the capacity to categorize individuals, 
which rests on the necessity of perceiving cues that are 
rather salient—such as those demarcating race and sex 
(Allport, 1954). To date, multiple studies have examined the 
ability to discriminate Jewish people from those belonging 
to other groups (see below).1

Historically, Jewish individuals have been the targets of 
an enormous amount of prejudice. Even though Jews might 
possess some features that distinguish them from non-Jews, 
these markers are not always diagnostic of identity; there-
fore, Jews were required to identify themselves by wearing 
armbands and patches on their clothing during their public 
persecution in Nazi Germany (Allport, 1954). Even so, many 
people at the time believed that they had an inborn ability to 
correctly identify who was Jewish, even in the absence of 
these explicit identifiers. This folk belief was empirically 
investigated.

Allport and Kramer (1946) randomly presented 20 year-
book photographs of Jews and Non-Jews to 223 undergradu-
ate students for 15 s each and asked them to categorize the 
person in each photograph as Jewish or non-Jewish, or to 
pass on the trial by indicating a lack of knowledge. The 
reported median identification for the sample was slightly 
above chance (55.5%; Allport & Kramer, 1946). Moreover, 
they found that highly prejudiced people were more accurate 
at distinguishing Jews from non-Jews. Lund and Berg (1946) 
used a different procedure to investigate this belief. The 
researchers asked 18 judges to guess the religious affiliation 
of 2,875 subjects (ranging from preschoolers to university 
students) passing through two rooms. In the first room, the 
subjects were judged solely on physical appearance. In the 
second room, however, the subjects were interviewed, allow-
ing the judgment to be based on physical appearance and 
speech. The results showed that the live presentation of sub-
jects to judges produced astonishing results: the judges were 
accurate in the categorization of approximately 87% of tar-
gets (see also Savitz & Tomasson, 1959, for similar results). 
This suggests that dynamic information from live presenta-
tion and vocal cues could aid identification of Jewish group 
membership.

Carter (1948) investigated Allport and Kramer’s (1946) 
claim that Jews could be discriminated from non-Jews by 

proposing a more standardized method of obtaining target 
stimuli and testing whether Jews might be confused with 
individuals of Mediterranean background. Even though 
Carter was able to show that Jews were indeed miscatego-
rized with targets of Mediterranean descent, the results still 
suggested that Jews were categorized better than chance 
overall. Lindzey and Rogolsky (1950) used additional stan-
dardization of target stimuli to ensure that the original study 
results replicated. The researchers created a picture database 
by selecting 200 photographs from yearbooks of Jewish and 
non-Jewish student organizations (i.e., 100 each). They fur-
ther standardized the sample by asking an independent group 
of judges to rate each picture on how “Jewish” the person 
appeared to them. The photographs from both groups were 
then rank ordered, and every tenth picture was chosen for use 
as a stimulus, thus yielding a set of 10 pictures for each group 
that represented varying degrees of differentiation. In addi-
tion, the researchers asked raters to select six pictures from 
each group that had the most “Jewish” and “non-Jewish” 
appearance. The three pictures that were most frequently 
chosen from each group were assumed to represent extreme 
cases. A separate sample of 685 students judged the 26 faces 
as “Jewish” or “non-Jewish,” or abstained from judgment by 
indicating that they did not know. Accuracy was again signifi-
cantly above chance, replicating the previous results.

Although the effects for distinguishing Jewish and non-
Jewish targets seemed to replicate well, social psychologists 
at the time did not account for guessing or “response bias” 
(i.e., the tendency for participants to respond in a certain 
way, such as overestimating the number of non-Jewish tar-
gets). Elliott and Wittenberg (1955) therefore attempted to 
control participants’ response bias by using different ratios 
of Jewish to non-Jewish targets (i.e., 15:5, 10:10, 5:15), 
tested across three independent samples of participants. The 
findings contradicted previous conclusions, as accuracy for 
the three samples was at chance. Following these studies, 
Scodel and Austrin (1957) conducted a study that also 
attempted to account for response bias by using a sample of 
targets with a 30 Jewish to 70 non-Jewish ratio. They too 
found that Jews could not be accurately discriminated from 
non-Jews.

Later studies that also accounted for guessing biases 
provided further indication for above-chance accuracy, 
however. Pulos and Spilka (1961) selected photographs of 
20 Jewish and 20 non-Jewish individuals from a set of 82 
yearbook photographs of men in cap and gown, thereby 
limiting cues from attire that might communicate informa-
tion about group membership. The 40 selected targets had 
been pre-rated to represent the middle of the distribution of 
how “Jewish” they appeared. Furthermore, the researchers 
attempted to statistically control for response bias by consid-
ering the participants’ response tendencies (i.e., favoring one 
category over another) as a covariate in their analyses. They 
reported that high- and low-prejudiced people could discrim-
inate between Jewish and non-Jewish targets better than 
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chance. To increase the generalizability of these results, 
Himmelfarb (1966) tested male and female targets. In his 
first study, he found that the overall accuracy of identifying 
Jewish targets was better than chance, with subjects scoring 
higher for male photographs than for female photographs. 
The study also demonstrated a moderately-sized positive 
correlation between the participants’ scores on a measure of 
anti-Semitism and the accuracy of their categorizations, sim-
ilar to Allport and Kramer (1946). In his second study, he 
used a forced-choice technique in which participants had to 
choose which of two photographs projected on a screen was 
of a Jewish person. This ostensibly allowed him to obtain an 
accuracy score that was free of response bias. Again, partici-
pants categorized targets better than chance, replicating ear-
lier work. Finally, Dorfman, Keeve, and Saslow (1971) 
controlled for response bias by using analyses based on  
signal detection theory (see Sporer, 2001, for a review). 
Whereas the traditional percent-correct analysis takes only 
hits and correct rejections into account, signal detection esti-
mates consider hits alongside false alarms, allowing for a 
more precise examination of accuracy while accounting for 
response bias—systematic and random guessing. As such, 
signal detection analysis gives researchers an opportunity to 
examine the true accuracy of the participants, as well as a 
statistically derived estimate of response bias. Thus, even 
after Dorfman et al. (1971) controlled for response bias, the 
accuracy of identifying group membership was again above 
chance (see also Quanty, Keats, & Harkins, 1975).

The heterogeneity of these results across several decades 
of research ultimately led to two meta-analytic reviews focus-
ing on the accuracy of judgments of Jewish group member-
ship (Rice & Mullen, 2003) and the relationship between 
perceptual accuracy and prejudice (i.e., anti-Semitism; 
Andrzejewski, Hall, & Salib, 2009). Rice and Mullen (2003) 
found a small, yet significant, effect for the accuracy of 
categorizations: overall, judges were able to discriminate 
between Jewish targets and non-Jewish targets better than 
chance. More recently, Andrzejewski et al. (2009) not only 
provided a meta-analytic review of the relationship between 
anti-Semitism and accuracy in judging Jewish group mem-
bership, but they also conducted five new studies testing the 
accuracy of identifying Jewish and non-Jewish individuals 
using signal detection analyses. Their findings supported the 
general conclusions of the previous research, showing that 
accuracy was above chance for judgments made from still 
photographs. Overall, both meta-analyses showed that the 
effect of accurately categorizing individuals as Jewish and 
non-Jewish was small, yet greater than chance (Andrzejewski 
et al., 2009; Rice & Mullen, 2003).

“Gaydar”
Similar to the once popular belief that Jews and non-Jews 
could be distinguished, the folk belief in “gaydar” is a per-
vasive one in society today. “Gaydar” (derived from a 

combination of the words gay and radar) describes the 
ability to accurately distinguish others’ sexual orientation 
based on numerous indirect, often nonverbal, cues (Shelp, 
2002). Given the highly contentious political environment 
surrounding gay rights in recent decades, the question of 
whether sexual orientation can be accurately perceived has 
held a high degree of relevance (e.g., the US military’s 
recently repealed “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy; Policy 
Concerning Homosexuality in the Armed Forces, 1993). 
Thus, identifying someone who is gay holds numerous 
social implications, such as rejection, discrimination, and 
prejudice (Herek, 2004), with a high potential impact for 
the target’s safety and well-being (e.g., Herek, Cogan, & 
Gillis, 2002).

Berger, Hank, Rauzi, and Simkins (1987) set out to inves-
tigate if sexual orientation could be identified at better than 
chance levels. Video stimuli were created from brief inter-
views with 24 gay and straight men and women (i.e., 6 tar-
gets in each gender × sexual preference combination) 
presented to 143 judges. The authors reported that targets’ 
sexual orientations could not be identified any better than 
chance. However, a reanalysis by Hallahan (1998) showed 
that if the unit of analysis was judges instead of targets, the 
results would achieve statistical significance due to increased 
sample size and, consequently, greater statistical power (see 
Ambady, Hallahan, & Conner, 1999, for an additional 
review). Ambady et al. (1999) further examined whether 
sexual orientation could be identified from “thin slices” of 
behavior. Similar to Berger et al. (1987), the researchers 
relied primarily on video clips, but they showed only brief 
segments (10 s and 1 s) of the videos to the participants when 
making their judgments. In addition, some participants 
viewed only still frames taken from the videos. Judgments of 
the targets’ sexual orientations were significantly correlated 
with the targets’ self-reports, with viewing modality (i.e., 
video versus still photograph) providing a moderating effect. 
Accuracy for identifying sexual orientation, even though 
greater than chance for all of the conditions, was greater in 
the 10-s video clip than in the 1-s video clip, both of which 
were greater than still photographs.

Equipped with such strong evidence, research on the per-
ception of sexual orientation expanded to identifying various 
aspects of the categorization process, such as the minimum 
amount of time necessary to make a correct identification, 
and examination of the features that people attend to when 
correctly perceiving targets’ sexual orientations. Rieger, 
Linsenmeier, Gygax, Garcia, and Bailey (2010), for exam-
ple, explored the possibility that perceivers use sex atypi-
cality as a cue to determine targets’ sexual orientation. 
Replicating Ambady et al.’s (1999) study, they found that 
sexual orientation was rated significantly better than chance 
from judgments of movement, speech, appearance, and tar-
gets’ stated interests. Moreover, they found that individuals 
perceived as gay were also perceived to be sex atypical, 
suggesting that people use stereotypes of sex inversion to 
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identify who is gay and who is straight (see also Johnson, 
Gill, Reichman, & Tassinary, 2007). Extending this work, 
Sylva, Rieger, Linsenmeier, and Bailey (2010) conducted a 
study to see whether gays and lesbians could effectively con-
ceal their sex atypicality to hide their sexual orientation. The 
results showed that gay and lesbian targets were distinguish-
able from straight targets whether or not they had deliberately 
attempted to conceal their sexual orientation. Furthermore, 
Freeman, Johnson, Ambady, and Rule (2010) found that accu-
rate judgments of sexual orientation from faces were also 
largely moderated by gendered facial cues such that men with 
stereotypically female face shapes and skin textures were 
judged as gay more often than straight. Even though sex atypi-
cality appears to be an effective indicator of individuals’ sexual 
orientations, it is not the only cue available to perceivers 
(Freeman et al., 2010).

Other research studies found that male sexual orientation 
could be judged better than chance from separate facial fea-
tures (e.g., mouth, eyes, hair; Rule, Ambady, Adams, & 
Macrae, 2008) and that face-based judgments appear to 
occur automatically (Rule, Macrae, & Ambady, 2009). Rule, 
Ambady, and Hallett (2009) further expanded the findings 
to female targets, showing that female sexual orientation 
was judged at better than chance levels from photographs of 
eyes and that deliberation about categorization disrupted 
accuracy, again suggesting that judgments of sexual orienta-
tion occur automatically. Moreover, gay and straight per-
ceivers show better memory for gay and straight targets, 
respectively (Rule, Ambady, Adams, & Macrae, 2007), which 
suggests that after the features relevant to sexual orientation 
are identified, ingroup members are allocated more cogni-
tive resources than are outgroup members. Interestingly, 
Rule and Ambady (2008) found that sexual orientation was 
identified from photographs with greater than chance accu-
racy from very “thin slices” (e.g., 50 ms), which suggests 
that the process of collecting and integrating the cues needed 
for categorization occurs rapidly.

Visual cues are not the only ones that allow for accurate 
categorization. The voice seems to provide another salient 
set of cues that aids people in correctly distinguishing 
between gay and straight individuals. For instance, Linville 
(1998) presented recordings of men speaking (5 gay, 4 
straight) to 25 listeners and found that they were able to suc-
cessfully identify the sexual orientation of the speaker. 
Furthermore, she also found that the specific vocal features 
supporting categorization were duration and peak frequency 
of the “s” sound. This finding suggests that there may be a 
systematic difference in the way that gay and straight people 
speak. Similarly, Gaudio (1994) reported that pitch variabil-
ity could play a role in the perception of sexual orientation, 
among other phonetic factors. Smyth, Jacobs, and Rogers 
(2003) attempted to create a gay- and straight-sounding 
voice bank that could be used in further research on the pho-
netic correlates of speakers’ perceived sexual orientation. In 
the process, they found that men reading a scientific passage 

were rated to be more “gay sounding” as compared with 
other passages they read. Furthermore, the researchers 
warned that a speech sample alone is probably not the ideal 
way of judging the sexual orientation of random targets, as 
many straight speakers in their study were perceived to be 
gay and the target with the “straightest” voice was actually a 
gay man. More recently, Zimman (2010) reported that there 
seems to be no one particular cue that aids listeners in cate-
gorizing someone as gay from the voice but, rather, that there 
are multiple styles that perceivers use, all of which seem to 
be deviations from the typical straight-sounding voice. 
Indeed, Munson and Babel (2007) also suggested that there 
may be multiple vocal cues beyond mere sex atypicality that 
aid listeners in categorizing voices as gay and straight.

Religious and Political Affiliation
Not unlike “gaydar,” members of many religious groups also 
believe that they can distinguish followers of their faith from 
nonfollowers based on physical appearance. One such group 
is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, more 
commonly referred to as “Mormons.” Their belief about 
religious-based intergroup discriminability is largely 
grounded in the idea that Mormons are spiritually distinct 
from other groups (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints, 2004). Rule, Garrett, and Ambady (2010a) investi-
gated the idea that Mormons could be distinguished from 
non-Mormons and found that accuracy was greater than 
chance among Mormon and non-Mormon judges, regardless 
of whether the judges were from regions with very high or 
relatively low numbers of Mormons. Moreover, Mormons 
and non-Mormons showed significantly better memory for 
ingroup members’ faces, respectively, without being explic-
itly told any of the targets’ religious affiliations or any men-
tion of religion in the task instructions. Further investigation 
of the facial cues that allowed for accurate categorization 
found that these judgments were based on perceptions of 
health (Rule, Garrett, & Ambady, 2010b). Thus, individuals 
with healthier skin were more likely to be categorized as 
Mormon, and since Mormons are actually healthier than 
non-Mormon controls (Enstrom, 1989; Enstrom & Breslow, 
2008), these judgments seemed to be the “kernel of truth” 
that forms the basis for participants’ accuracy. Thus, groups 
defined by differences in beliefs may in some cases be dis-
tinguishable.

Religious groups often share more than just their beliefs, 
however, and it may therefore not be surprising that they 
might be distinct. Yet there are other ideologically distinct 
groups that are less insular and can still be distinguished 
from their appearance. Some evidence has shown that 
members of the two major US political parties, Democrats 
and Republicans, can be categorized with greater than 
chance accuracy based on just their faces (Rule & Ambady, 
2010). In contrast, Benjamin and Shapiro (2009) presented 
participants with 10-s silent video clips of political debates 
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between Republicans and Democrats and found that politi-
cal orientation could not be distinguished any better than 
chance. Further research by Olivola and Todorov (2010), 
however, speculated that the sample size of Benjamin and 
Shapiro’s study did not allow for sufficient statistical power 
to yield significant results. They analyzed data from 1,005 
participants and found accuracy that was significantly 
greater than chance, regardless of whether participants 
were informed of the base rate (e.g., proportion of 
Democrats) in the target sample.

Similar to this, Samochowiec, Wänke, and Fiedler (2010) 
also reported that left versus right differences in political ori-
entation, more generally, could be identified with above-
chance accuracy from 15-s silent video clips and photographs 
of European political candidates. Therefore, this effect is not 
specific to American politicians, but may represent a more 
universal difference in liberal versus conservative ideolo-
gies. Indeed, several studies have shown that perceptions of 
personality dimensions can predict political candidates’ elec-
toral success across multiple cultures (Antonakis & Dalgas, 
2009; Poutvaara, Jordahl, & Berggren, 2009; Rule, Ambady, 
et al., 2010), and Rule and Ambady (2010) found that stereo-
types of personality traits (i.e., warmth and power) related to 
particular political groups moderated the effects of accurate 
categorizations. Thus, it is possible that these categorizations 
are based on stereotypes of inferred personality traits that 
otherwise contain a kernel of truth. This again supports the 
notion that social categorization is largely based on heuris-
tics and stereotypes about various groups in the environment 
(Bodenhausen, 1990; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000).

Present Work
Categorization is a rapid and automatic process (Macrae & 
Bodenhausen, 2000). Many studies have demonstrated near-
perfect accuracy in categorizing individuals belonging to 
perceptually obvious groups (e.g., 99.2% for race; Remedios, 
Chasteen, Rule, & Plaks, 2011). Ambiguous groups, how-
ever, are less studied and may provide valuable insight into 
a broader and more comprehensive understanding of the 
processes undergirding person perception. That is, although 
categorization by race, for example, is an automatic process 
and largely relies on the perception of skin tone (e.g., 
Maddox, 2004), it does not allow for an in-depth study of 
other cues that may be involved in person perception. As 
such, the study of ambiguous groups is a gateway into 
unraveling the encoding and processing of other cues that 
may illuminate how we are able to make rapid, accurate, and 
automatic categorizations of all social groups.

We therefore conducted a meta-analysis with the hope of 
summarizing the work on perceptually ambiguous groups 
that has been conducted to date. Meta-analysis is a quantita-
tive review of the research literature and is used to summa-
rize research findings. As such, meta-analysis provides 
effects that are representative of multiple studies and is 

derived through careful examination of research results. 
Furthermore, this statistical technique not only allows for 
consolidation of the findings reported in the scientific litera-
ture, but it also reveals future directions for empirical work 
in the field. The overall effect size derived from the applica-
tion of such a powerful and precise method is robust and 
could be used for power analysis and sample size estimation 
a priori, and the variables found to moderate these effects 
should be considered in the design and hypotheses of future 
studies, as well as to suggest new avenues of research.

Meta-analytic techniques have many advantages (Rosenthal,  
1991). One of the benefits of meta-analysis is that it addresses 
the dichotomous nature of statistical significance by focus-
ing on the size of the effect instead of on the relatively arbi-
trary nature of p-value thresholds. Many studies may yield 
nonsignificant results and may not be accepted for publica-
tion or even drafted into manuscripts, as is common with 
studies that were unable to collect a sample sufficient to 
reach statistical significance. Although some studies may not 
reach a p value of .05, they may nevertheless replicate the 
effect sizes of other, published studies. It is of great impor-
tance to include these studies in meta-analytic reviews, as 
they also demonstrate an effect. Another advantage of meta-
analysis is that it can reveal moderating effects present across 
studies that may not otherwise be captured in any single 
study, highlighting potentially important trends in method-
ological differences (Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001; see also 
Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Last, it is important to mention that 
meta-analysis is a much more precise approach to the review-
ing of scientific literature than are descriptive reviews 
because it is more objective and robust against the biases that 
the authors of such reviews may hold.

There are two main types of meta-analysis that can be con-
ducted: fixed effects and random effects (Rosenthal 1991). In 
this review, we focus on random-effects meta-analysis in line 
with suggestions from Hunter and Schmidt (2004). The ran-
dom-effects approach was chosen because it is a more con-
servative analysis that requires fewer assumptions. This 
approach is also broader because it attempts to encompass 
similar, yet hypothetical, studies by statistically assuming 
that the sample of studies included in the meta-analysis was 
drawn from a population of similar studies. Furthermore, 
considering that the assumptions of the fixed-effects meta-
analysis are rarely met in practice, random-effects analyses 
tend to be more appropriate and desirable, as well as more 
statistically conservative (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004).

The present meta-analysis aims to estimate the size of the 
effect for accurately categorizing perceptually ambiguous 
groups. Even though it seems that ambiguous groups can be 
identified with greater than chance accuracy, the estimated 
effect sizes vary between studies, and it is therefore impor-
tant to quantitatively estimate the overall effect that would 
reflect the findings to date. We also want to emphasize the 
importance of studying ambiguous groups in addition to the 
now vast literature on the perception of obvious groups. 
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Even though most published studies examining ambiguous 
groups have provided effects for accuracy that are signifi-
cantly greater than chance guessing it is important to con-
sider methodological differences between the studies to 
understand what features of the methodology increase or 
decrease the size of the effect. Some studies examining sex-
ual orientation, political orientation, and Jewish group 
membership have used different modalities for the presenta-
tion of targets (e.g., video, audio, still photographs). The 
researchers also manipulated the number of targets as well 
as the source from which the targets were obtained. Thus, in 
this work, we aimed to determine the overall mean effect for 
accuracy in categorizing ambiguous groups. Moreover, the 
modality of presentation and other variables were examined 
as potential cross-study moderators of the effects for these 
four groups.

Method
Procedure

The search for studies testing the accuracy of categorization 
of ambiguous groups was conducted using standard litera-
ture search techniques. The keywords used in the search of 
computerized databases (i.e., PsycInfo, The Web of 
Knowledge, Google Scholar) were person perception, 
accuracy, categorization, gay, gaydar, ambiguous groups, 
Mormon, Democrats, Republicans, politicians, religion, 
Jewish, and Jew. The studies in the review survey these 
specific groups and were all written in English. Furthermore, 
because studies on ambiguous groups are relatively uncom-
mon, the cross-reference technique (Rosenthal, 1991) was 
used to obtain additional studies. Thus, we examined 
ascending and descending citations to retrieve additional 
studies that could be included in the analysis. Any studies 
that tested for accuracy in the perception of ambiguous 
groups were eligible for further processing. In addition, a 
request for unpublished data was made via the electronic 
listserv of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology. 
Joshua A. Tabak and Vivian Zayas (2011) shared two manu-
scripts, which yielded five independent effect sizes for 
inclusion in this study. In sum, 61 articles were identified 
initially for further processing.

Inclusion criteria. To warrant inclusion in the present meta-
analysis, the participants in the studies had to have engaged 
in an attempt to identify the category membership of an 
ambiguous group member. Ambiguous group membership 
was defined as lacking clear expression of salient character-
istics that could theoretically aid group identification. As 
such, studies examining obvious group membership (i.e., 
age, race, and sex) were not included in the analysis, whereas 
sexual orientation, political affiliation, Jewish, and Mormon 
target groups were included in the analysis. Furthermore, the 
studies had to provide estimates of effect size, statistical 
measures of accuracy that could be converted to an effect 

size index, or enough information to compute an effect size. 
For example, if a study provided some information in accor-
dance with signal detection theory (e.g., hits and correct 
rejections), the percent correct could be computed by adding 
the two values and dividing by the total number of targets 
presented to the participants. Furthermore, the percent cor-
rect could be converted into the proportion index π, which 
shows the proportion of correct categorizations on a scale 
with a null value of .50, regardless of the number of choices 
used in the actual study (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1989).

In the next step, the proportion index π was transformed 
into the standard r (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) effect-
size statistic by using a formula derived from the transforma-
tion of the correlation coefficient r into the binomial 
effect-size display (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 2007). Many stud-
ies included in the analysis provided the more conservative 
percent-correct equivalent A’, which was converted to a 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r analogously. The positive 
effect sizes were the estimates of the effect above the null 
value (i.e., .50), whereas the negative effect sizes provided 
the estimate of correct identification below the null value. As 
such, the negative effects could reflect the consistent pres-
ence of bias in the participant ratings, methodology, or the 
analyses. Studies were excluded if information on the accu-
racy of categorization was omitted (i.e., Quanty et al., 1975). 
Furthermore, studies were excluded if the accuracy of cate-
gorization did not involve actual group membership but, 
instead, tested for consistency in perception or consensus 
between the two groups (i.e., Babel, 2007). Studies were also 
excluded if the targets were extensively manipulated (e.g., 
presented only a part of the face; Rule et al., 2008, Studies 3 
and 4), which would diminish the ecological validity of the 
findings. If one study provided several effect sizes from non-
independent samples, the overall effect size for the study was 
derived using the standard meta-analytic technique of aver-
aging the Fisher’s Z transform of the correlation coefficient r 
(e.g., Rosenthal, 1991). Furthermore, if the information 
regarding the average accuracy of the ingroup and outgroup 
subsample was present, the effect size was calculated for 
each independent subsample. Both authors read and coded 
the published and unpublished articles that met the inclusion 
criteria. The authors resolved any ambiguity in coding and 
showed total agreement.

Inclusion criteria did not specify restrictions based on 
time period or geographic location, which allowed for a 
broader and more inclusive search. No population restric-
tions were placed because no study had reported a sample 
that was drawn from a population that is theoretically differ-
ent from normal. Forty-seven articles met the criteria for 
inclusion.

Coding procedure. The following variables were coded 
from the articles included in the meta-analysis: (a) the 
authors, (b) the year of publication, (c) the number of cita-
tions recorded from the Web of Knowledge or PsycInfo 
computerized databases for each article, and (d) publication 
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status (i.e., published, unpublished). For each individual 
study, we coded the following: (a) the effect size r, esti-
mated as described above; (b) the target group at study 
(e.g., Mormons); (c) the number of judges in each indepen-
dent subsample if ingroup and outgroup comparisons were 
made; (d) the number of targets; (e) the modality of presen-
tation (e.g., still photograph, audio clip); (f) whether the 
time of exposure was constrained or unconstrained (i.e., the 
stimulus was presented for a fixed amount of time versus 
the time of exposure was not limited); (g) the source of the 
target stimuli (i.e., Internet, print, or recruited to a labora-
tory); and (h) the type of analysis (e.g., signal detection).

Results
The resulting sample of studies consisted of 47 articles pro-
viding 131 independent effect sizes from 6,448 judges. The 
mean effect sizes, standard deviations, number of samples, 
and 95% confidence intervals for each categorical modera-
tor examined, as well as the overall effect, can be found in 
Table 1. In addition, refer to Table 2 for the correlations of 
the effect sizes and the variables of interest.

General Effects
Most (92%) effect sizes in the sample were positive, meaning 
that judges were typically more accurate than chance in cat-
egorizing targets. A random-effects model was used to com-
pute the combined effect size and to conduct the moderation 
analyses. Random-effects meta-analysis is more conservative 
and allows one to conclude that significant findings are gen-
eralizable to other similar studies that were or will be con-
ducted outside of those included in this investigation. The 
analysis revealed that the aggregate effect was positive, 
moderate-to-small, and statistically significant: r = .29, 95% 
CI = [.24, .33]. The combined (aggregated) effect indicates 
that judges were more accurate than would be expected by 
chance in their categorization of members of ambiguous 
groups. Because the 95% confidence interval around the 
mean value is narrow and does not include zero, it can be 
concluded that the estimate of the analysis is rather reliable.

Publication Bias
A file-drawer analysis was conducted to further assess the 
reliability of the findings. By using the formula supplied by 
Rosenthal (1979), we found that more than 20,000 studies 
averaging a null effect size would need to be added to the 
sample to bring the overall results to barely significant (p = 
.05). The tolerance level (670), or the number of studies that 
could already exist and average a null effect, was assessed 
using the (5k + 10) formula, where k is the number of effects 
contributing to the current sample. Because the fail-safe N 
(i.e., the number of studies required to be added to the 
sample to yield nonsignificant results in the overall analysis) 

is greater than the tolerance level, it is safe to speculate that 
there are not enough unpublished studies on the accurate 
categorization of ambiguous groups that average a null 
effect to render the obtained results nonsignificant. Moreover, 
we further investigated potential publication bias by con-
structing a funnel plot (Figure 1), where the x-axis represents 
the effect size estimate and the y-axis is an indicator of the 
sample size (standard error of Fisher’s Z

r
; Sterne & Egger, 

2001). Linear regression was used to assess the graph’s 
asymmetry (i.e., presence of publication bias). The results 
revealed that the graph was symmetrical, bias = .23, SE

bias
 = 

.26, t(129) = 0.90, p =.37; thus, it is concluded that there was 
little to no bias in publication of the studies included in this 

Table 1. The Combined Descriptive Statistics for the Overall 
Effect and Categorical Moderators

95% CI

Variable M
Zr

 (SD
Zr

) k LL UL

Overall
 Random effect .29 (.28) 131 0.24 0.33
Target group
 Mormons .16 (.07) 6 0.08 0.23
 Political orientation .18 (.14) 8 0.07 0.29
 Sexual orientation .29 (.26) 96 0.23 0.34
 Jewish group membership .36 (.42) 21 0.17 0.55
Lab
 Rule .23 (.16) 56 0.19 0.27
 Other researchers .33 (.34) 75 0.25 0.40
Modality
 Still photograph .26 (.26) 92 0.21 0.32
 Video .29 (.18) 24 0.22 0.37
 Audio .36 (.52) 12 0.03 0.69
 Live presentation .65 (.25) 3 0.03 1.28
Analysis type
 SDT analysis .19 (.10) 47 0.16 0.22
 Other type of analysis .34 (.33) 84 0.27 0.41
Target stimuli source
 Internet .23 (.19) 67 0.18 0.28
 Print .31 (.40) 20 0.12 0.49
 Recruited .36 (.32) 44 0.27 0.46
Judge’s group membership
 Ingroup .28 (23) 20 0.17 0.38
 Outgroup .30 (.37) 42 0.19 0.42
Exposure time
 Constrained .32 (.35) 60 0.23 0.41
 Unconstrained .26 (.20) 71 0.21 0.31
Publication status
 Published .28 (.29) 128 0.23 0.33
 Unpublished .39 (.10) 3 0.29 0.48

Note: CI = confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit.  
SDT = signal detection theory. Variation in the number of studies 
emerged because not all studies provided relevant information for a 
given moderation analysis.
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Table 2. Zero-Order Correlations Between the Moderators

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 1. Effect size — .20* −.20* −.08 −.02 −.27** .08 .19* −.06 −.16
 2. Number of citations .16 — −.74*** −.36*** −.13 −.39*** .14 .32*** −.26** −.26**
 3. Year of publication −.17* −.37*** — .55*** .03 .66*** −.36*** −.62*** .46*** .62***
 4. Number of targets .19* −.10 −.20* — .22** .54*** −.54*** −.73*** .41*** .57***
 5. Number of judges −.05 .13 −.43*** −.05 — −.10 −.48*** −.30*** .08 −.06
 6. Signal detection analysis −.25** −.32*** .40*** .04 −.23** — −.48*** −.68*** .46*** .87***
 7. Modality .19* .07 −.15 .18* −.21* −.43*** — .78*** −.51*** −.55***
 8. Source .22** .31*** −.31*** −.05 −.08 −.66*** .73*** — −.51*** −.79***
 9. Exposure time −.10 −.25** .16 .16 −.09 .46*** −.40*** −.50*** — .58***
10. Lab −.17* −.26** .45*** .04 −.27** .87*** −.50*** −.77*** .58*** —

Note: Spearman’s correlation coefficients are presented above the diagonal. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are presented below the diagonal. Signal 
detection analysis: 1 = used SDT, 0 = did not use SDT. Exposure time: 1 = unconstrained, 0 = constrained. Lab: 1 = Rule Lab, 0 = Other Labs. Source: –1 = online, 
0 = print, 1 = recruited.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Figure 1. The funnel plot for the studies included in the current meta-analysis
Note: The effect size estimates (x-axis) are expressed as Fisher transformed correlation coefficients Zr. Standard errors of the estimates (y-axis) represent 
the sample sizes: they are the inverse of the degrees of freedom of Zr, which are estimated from the sample size used in any individual study.
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analysis. That is, theoretically, the symmetry of the plot 
suggests that smaller studies are as likely to be published as 
those that have obtained larger sample sizes.

In addition, we examined whether published studies were 
significantly different from unpublished studies. An inde-
pendent-samples t-test comparing the two study types indi-
cated that there were no significant differences in the size of 
effects between published and unpublished studies in the 
sample, t(129) = 0.96, p =.34, r = .08. All the tests performed 
to assess publication bias therefore supported the reliability 
of the overall effect.

Moderator Analyses
The heterogeneity of the effect sizes was assessed using an 
omnibus chi-square test. The sample was significantly het-
erogeneous, χ2(131) = 372.98, p < .0001, SD

Zr
 = .28. Such 

heterogeneity in the sample of effect sizes suggests that 
there are significant differences between the studies in terms 
of their effects. Thus, further analyses of moderation were 
performed to identify potential sources of variation. Table 1 
presents descriptive statistics for the categorical moderators 
that follow.

Target group. We first analyzed differences between the 
various target groups (e.g., sexual orientation, political ori-
entation, and religious affiliation). A one-way ANOVA 
showed no significant difference between them: F(3, 127) = 
1.37, p = .26, η2

partial
 = .03. Thus, on average, judges had the 

same level of accuracy for identifying members belonging to 
any single group in this study or other similar studies.

Laboratory. Given the high representation of effects com-
ing from work done by Rule and colleagues, we next tested 
for a lab effect. The effect sizes from Rule and colleagues’ 
studies were marginally smaller than those from other labo-
ratories, t(129) = 1.96, p = .052, r = .17. Given the large 
number of studies from Rule and colleagues in the current 
sample, this suggests that the overall effect size for the accu-
racy of categorization in this work may be a conservative 
estimate.

Modality. The modality of presentation (audio, video, pho-
tograph, or live perception) was examined as another poten-
tial moderator. The omnibus one-way ANOVA test revealed 
a marginally significant difference according to presentation 
modality, F(3, 127) = 2.25, p = .086, η2

partial
 = .05. Even 

though the omnibus test did not reach significance, we tested 
for the presence of a linear trend in the distribution of effect 
sizes. Contrast weights –3, –1, + 1, + 3 were assigned to still 
photographs, video clips,2 audio clips, and live presenta-
tions, respectively. It was expected that still photographs 
would provide the least amount of information, followed by 
videos and live presentations. The audio clips were posi-
tioned between the videos and live presentations because 
speech has been suggested to be a particularly revealing or 
“leaky” channel (i.e., providing greater accuracy in lie detec-
tion; Zuckerman, DePaulo, & Rosenthal, 1981). We expected 
that accuracy would increase from video clips to audio clips, 

as the former were mostly silent in the current sample (75%). 
Furthermore, we expected that the studies using live presen-
tations of targets would yield the greatest effect sizes because 
the judges saw the targets directly and in a highly naturalis-
tic, interactive environment.

The linear model was significant, t(128) = 2.49, p = .01, r 
= .21. Post hoc analyses indicated that the trend was mainly 
driven by a marginally significant difference between still 
photographs and live presentations, p = .08. However, this 
trend does not seem to be reliable, overall, because there 
were only three studies that used live targets in the current 
sample. Furthermore, when these 3 studies were removed 
from the sample, the linear trend became nonsignificant, 
F(1, 126) = 1.22, p = .27, r = .10.

Type of analysis used. We also examined whether research-
ers who controlled for guessing provided effects that were 
more conservative than those who used other analytic tech-
niques. Thus, we compared the effect sizes that were 
extracted from analyses using signal detection theory with 
the effect sizes from the studies that did not. The difference 
was significant, t(129) = 2.96, p = .004, r = .25, such that 
researchers who used signal detection theory provided 
smaller effects. Because signal detection theory analysis 
accounts for guessing, the effects that came from the studies 
that did not use this kind of analysis should be interpreted 
accordingly.

Ingroup membership. In addition, we tested for differences 
in sensitivity between judges who were ingroup members (k 
= 20) versus those who were outgroup members (k = 42). 
The test revealed no significant difference, t(60) = .31, p = 
.76, r = .04. Overall, then, ingroup and outgroup members 
appeared to be equally accurate in judging targets’ group 
membership.

Target stimuli source. The selection and composition of 
stimuli is an important consideration for yielding unbiased 
effects in social perception experiments. We therefore won-
dered if there was a significant difference between the effect 
sizes obtained from the studies that used target stimuli col-
lected from online sources (e.g., personal advertisements, 
facebook.com), printed media (e.g., yearbooks, newspapers), 
and the local community (i.e., recruited to a laboratory). We 
expected the effects to follow a linear trend, such that the 
accuracy would change as a function of the target source. 
Therefore, we proposed that targets who had the most con-
trol over self-presentation (i.e., online) would be identified 
the least accurately, whereas those who had little control 
over self-presentation (i.e., recruited in the lab setting) would 
be identified with the greatest accuracy. We expected 
recruited targets to be the most identifiable because they 
should have the least amount of control over their presenta-
tion, which would have been governed by the experimenters. 
The linear model achieved a significant fit, F(1, 129) = 6.38, 
p = .013, r = .22. Although this may support our hypothesis 
about control of self-presentation, further information about 
targets’ relative impression management efforts across these 
conditions would be needed to fully test this possibility.
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Number of targets. The average number of targets used in 
the studies was 100.04 (SD = 251.12). Because Fisher trans-
formed Z

r
 coefficients and the number of targets did not 

achieve normality after linear transformations, the relation-
ship between the number of targets and accuracy was exam-
ined by using the nonparametric Spearman correlation 
coefficient ρ. The estimated correlation was negative and not 
significant, Spearman’s ρ(129) = –.08, p = .37. Thus, the 
number of targets did not covary much with the magnitude of 
the effect sizes. We repeated this analysis on the studies that 
presented fewer than 100 targets to judges to ensure that the 
effect would not be present even when the smaller samples 
were examined; the correlation was not significant, Spear-
man’s ρ(129) = .01, p = .93.

Temporal constraint. It was of interest to explore whether 
accuracy changed as a function of stimulus viewing time. It 
could be expected that accuracy may decrease if the time of 
exposure is constrained because (a) the judges did not have 
enough time to process the features (33 ms; Rule & Ambady, 
2008) or (b) the judges felt the time pressure. Many studies 
constrained the exposure to the stimuli by presenting targets 
for short durations, whereas other designs allowed for unre-
stricted exposure. There were no differences between the 
effect sizes from the participants who were exposed to a 
stimulus for a fixed amount of time versus those who were 
not, t(129) = 1.18, p = .24, r = .10.

Number of citations and year of publication. We hypothe-
sized that the size of an effect would be positively related to 
its impact in the literature, as measured by the number of 
times the work was cited. To test the hypothesis, we fit a 
linear regression model in which the number of citations pre-
dicted the effect sizes while controlling for the publication 
year. There was no relationship between the two variables 
after controlling for the year of publication, β = .11, t(128) = 
1.18, p = .24. Even though there was no relationship between 
the number of citations and effect sizes, the era when the 
study was conducted was significantly and negatively cor-
related with the magnitude of the effect sizes such that older 
studies tended to provide greater effects, r(129) = –.17, p = 
.048. This could be because of the evolution of analytic 
methods throughout these studies over the years, principally 
the increased application of signal detection theory to ana-
lyzing categorization accuracy. Indeed, after controlling for 
the application of signal detection analysis, the year of pub-
lication was no longer a significant predictor of the magni-
tude of the effect size, β = –.09, t(128) = –0.93, p = .34. 
Considering these results, the data again remind us that 
researchers should account for guessing by using signal 
detection theory analysis to ensure that the results they obtain 
are not inflated.

Discussion
Aggregating across tens of studies and hundreds of effects, 
people were found to be significantly more accurate than 

chance in categorizing members of perceptually ambiguous 
groups. The total combined effect suggests that approxi-
mately 64.5% of targets would be correctly categorized. 
Thus, although accuracy for these groups is reliably and 
significantly better than chance, it is still quite ambiguous as 
compared with other social groups whose markers of group 
membership are more obvious (e.g., 99.2% for race; 
Remedios et al., 2011).

These data are also consistent with those of previous 
meta-analyses examining the categorization of individuals 
as Jewish and non-Jewish. The effects obtained in the pres-
ent work for categorizing Jewish and non-Jewish targets 
were comparable with the two previous meta-analyses 
examining those groups (Andrzejewski et al., 2009; Rice & 
Mullen, 2003). This suggests convergence between the ana-
lytic methods used here and those used in the previous stud-
ies. Unlike those analyses, though, here we were able to 
generalize beyond one particular social distinction to three 
other groups. The present effects are therefore helpful for 
characterizing the overall capacity for perceivers’ judgments 
of social group membership to give a general sense of our 
ability to infer information about others’ social identities 
from various cues.

A central goal of this study was to identify possible mod-
erators of accuracy in perceiving social group membership. 
We found that the type of distinction or target group studied 
had little effect on the accuracy of categorization. A large 
share of the work examining the accuracy of judgments of 
perceptually ambiguous groups has come from research 
done by Rule and colleagues. Although a random-effects 
analysis showed no significant difference at α = .05 between 
the size of effects obtained by Rule and colleagues versus 
those obtained by researchers in other labs, the effect was 
marginally significant (p = .052). The influence of these 
effects on the overall sample in this work and in other poten-
tial studies may therefore serve to provide a more conserva-
tive estimate of the magnitude of the overall effect. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that even though a large 
portion of the effects came from the same lab, other labs 
contributed the majority (57%) of effect sizes to the overall 
sample.

More interesting, it was found that the modality of pre-
sentation significantly influenced categorization accuracy. 
Live presentations seem to provide more information than do 
still photographs, video, and audio tracks when categorizing 
targets. This is likely due to the presence of dynamic (e.g., 
voice, gesticulation) information that might enhance accu-
racy through the provision of multiple, often simultaneous, 
perceptual cues. Given that still photographs, audio clips, 
and silent video clips did not differ when directly compared, 
it is possible that targets reveal their group membership more 
readily through live presentation in a naturalistic setting. 
This finding should be interpreted cautiously, however, as 
the studies that used live targets comprised only 1.5% of the 
overall sample of studies.
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Furthermore, we observed that the analytic approach used 
by various researchers also had a significant impact on the 
sizes of the effects obtained. Studies applying signal detec-
tion theory to data analysis provided a more conservative, 
and possibly more accurate, estimate because of the consid-
eration of random guessing and systematic response biases. 
As such, we would encourage researchers to use signal 
detection analyses in their studies when appropriate because 
signal detection analyses seem to provide not only a more 
conservative but also a more precise estimate of the true 
effect size.

In addition to examining analytic techniques that allow 
for the correction of bias, this work also considered factors 
of the experiments that might have influenced the studies’ 
results. Although ingroup members are typically considered 
more expert in perceiving other members of their group 
(Sporer, 2001), the results of our analysis showed that out-
group judges were just as sensitive to detecting targets’ iden-
tity as were ingroup members. Furthermore, sensitivity did 
not significantly vary according to whether the researchers 
presented targets for a fixed temporal interval or allowed 
judges unlimited time to make their decisions.

Although judge characteristics did not significantly affect 
accuracy, some target characteristics did seem to have an 
effect. The source from which targets were obtained, for 
example, followed a linear trend. Here, we observed that 
target stimuli obtained from modern media, which allowed 
for more control over self-presentation (i.e., the Internet), 
tended to provide effect sizes that were smaller than those 
obtained from the use of targets that were culled from 
printed material (e.g., yearbooks). Moreover, the people 
who were recruited for stimulus creation in a laboratory, 
who presumably had less control over the impression they 
conveyed, could have “leaked” more information while 
being videotaped or photographed, explaining why accu-
racy was highest for targets falling into this group. 
Because we had no ability to control for self-presentation, 
future empirical work could attempt to explore and 
address these questions. The other moderator that was 
examined in regard to targets was the number of stimuli 
used in any given empirical investigation that was 
included in the current sample. The number of targets did 
not have a significant effect on the accuracy of identifica-
tion. Researchers, however, should still be concerned 
about the number of targets that they use in their studies: 
Although accuracy did not change as a function of the 
number of targets, smaller samples of targets could yield 
insufficient power to detect significant effects when the 
photographs, video, and audio clips are treated as units of 
analysis (Ambady et al., 1999).

Finally, we examined whether the publication year and 
relative impact (i.e., number of citations) for each individual 
article was related to the magnitude of the effect size. This 
analysis showed no relationship between the effect sizes in a 
given article and the number of times that the article was 

cited when controlling for the year of publication. The effect 
sizes did become smaller, however, as time progressed. This 
decrease in effect size might be due to more rigorous meth-
odological procedures (e.g., standardization of stimuli, use 
of more conservative analytic techniques) and the increased 
control over extraneous variables that occurred as the field of 
experimental psychology matured throughout the latter half 
of the 20th century and on until the present.

Naturally, this meta-analysis has certain limitations. 
Although it has been identified in previous research that 
the categorization of ambiguous groups is an automatic 
and rather spontaneous process (e.g., Rule et al., 2009), 
this conclusion cannot be inferred from this study because 
there was no opportunity to examine automaticity or the 
spontaneity of categorization as a moderator variable. 
Rather, the effect sizes studied here typically consisted of 
judgments made on a conscious level. Future empirical 
research should be inclined to explore the implicit pro-
cesses that may underlie categorizations to provide a more 
complete sense of the ecological validity or real-world 
presence of these categorizations. Furthermore, this meta-
analysis provided only a limited set of moderators that 
could be identified from the research articles. Future stud-
ies should explore other possible moderators of the effects 
that may not be available in the current corpus of studies. 
Researchers, for example, may wish to explore whether 
ambiguous group members intentionally or subconsciously 
“leak” information to help affiliate with other ingroup 
members. This should be especially relevant to groups that 
tend to be stigmatized in a given society and may be in 
danger if their true identity is revealed (e.g., Jews in Nazi 
Germany). This information “leakage” could facilitate cat-
egorization accuracy to levels that exceed chance guessing 
to increase opportunities for affiliation with other group 
members, while still permitting the targets to remain 
ambiguous enough to avoid negative outcomes. This area 
of research is particularly interesting because there may be 
cognitive manifestations of identity (e.g., body, sway; 
Johnson et al., 2007) that “leak” the information about a 
person to perceivers even without a target’s awareness. 
Furthermore, researchers should attempt to explore the 
possibility of interactions between ambiguous and obvious 
identities, as it is possible that targets of different races, 
sexes, and ages are perceived with different levels of accu-
racy. Unfortunately, the present analysis does not possess 
enough information to answer these questions and, 
although a few studies have begun to explore this possibil-
ity (e.g., Johnson & Ghavami, 2011; Remedios et al., 2011; 
Rule, 2011; Rule, Ishii, Ambady, Rosen, & Hallett, 2011), 
more research is needed to address these questions. In addi-
tion, it is important to mention that many null effects found 
in this meta-analytic review could be considered to rule out 
the many different factors that might influence the ability to 
accurately categorize targets into groups, which in turn will 
inform future research in this area.
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The present study provides important implications for 
future research. The findings suggest that the average per-
son can distinguish ambiguous group members better than 
chance guessing. This is not only relevant for the under-
standing of perceptually ambiguous groups but for the 
understanding of perceptually obvious groups as well. 
Specifically, the ability of the human mind and perceptual 
system to make correct categorizations of individuals’ social 
group memberships from such minimal information sug-
gests a robust cognitive-perceptual capacity for extracting 
information about others from their appearance and other 
subtle nonverbal cues. It may be difficult to highlight such 
processes with obvious groups because the judgments are 
made rapidly, automatically, and with high consensus 
(Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Redundancies from multi-
ple, obvious features (e.g., the overlap between skin tone 
and Afrocentric features in the perception of race; Maddox, 
2004) might preclude an in-depth investigation of the com-
ponent processes involved in perceiving and categorizing 
others. The cognitive and perceptual mechanisms underly-
ing person perception may therefore be best pursued by 
studying groups that are less identifiable, which may allow 
for deeper testing through experimental manipulations.

The practical implications of identifying ambiguous 
group members are important as well. For example, the 
current results provide additional scientific support for the 
recent repeal of the U.S. military’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” 
policy targeting gay individuals (Policy Concerning 
Homosexuality in the Armed Forces, 1993). Because the 
data show that the accuracy for indentifying the sexual ori-
entation of random targets is greater than chance, the policy 
would seem futile as it rests on the assumption that explicit 
disclosure is needed to accurately infer a person’s sexual 
orientation. Furthermore, the results could provide impor-
tant considerations for other legislative and business prac-
tices in which discrimination based on creed, sexual 
orientation, ideology, or religious preference may be rele-
vant (Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 2007, 2007). 
Indeed, knowing that subtly-distinguished and presumably 
invisible social group memberships can be actively ascer-
tained from minimal cues holds implications for numerous 
domains and is of great potential value to policy makers, 
researchers, and the lay public.

Conclusion
People constantly make rapid, automatic, and accurate 
inferences about members of obvious groups (Macrae & 
Bodenhausen, 2000). The present study found that the 
accuracy of identifying members of ambiguous groups 
was significantly above-chance levels. Indeed, while 
modest in absolute size, the mean effect found in this 
analysis for the categorization of perceptually ambiguous 
group members (r = .29) was larger than recent estimates 
of the average study in social and personality psychology 

(r = .23; Vazire, 2010). Moreover, the study provides an 
overall effect that takes into account both the studies that 
reported positive and negative effects for the perception 
and categorization of ambiguous individuals, and evi-
dence from moderation analyses suggests that this overall 
effect may be an underestimate of the true effect. The 
present research also demonstrated that the stimulus 
modality, analytic approach, publication year, and source 
of stimuli exert significant influences on the accuracy of 
perceivers’ categorizations. The study of perceptually 
ambiguous groups is therefore valuable for increasing 
common social understanding of the legibility of social 
distinctions often assumed to be invisible, as well as for 
providing insights into the processes involved in person 
perception that are often inaccessible when studying per-
ceptually obvious groups.
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Notes

1. Although these studies suggest that people are accurate in 
making these judgments, no information has been provided 
about the physical cues that may facilitate this accuracy.

2. Of 24 video clips, 5 were accompanied by sound. The clips 
containing auditory information and those that were silent did 
not yield statistically different effect sizes, t(22) < 1, p = .97, 
r = .00.
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